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Drive better decision making with a richer
reporting experience
Federal government agencies are striving to manage the workforce effectively
while satisfying accountability and fiscal responsibility mandates. Successfully
addressing these dual challenges requires the ability to transform raw workforce
data into meaningful information that fuels better decision making. If your
agency manages a complex multisector workforce, basic reporting capabilities
may not be enough. You need powerful yet easy-to-use reporting tools that
let you present, analyze, and share labor data for strategic, cost-effective
workforce management.
Kronos® webTA™, our time tracking, attendance, and labor management solution
for federal government agencies, provides a comprehensive set of standard
reports. The optional webTA Advanced Reporting environment extends these
standard reporting capabilities to deliver a richer reporting experience through
enhanced interactivity, customized report authoring, and expanded export
formats. Ad hoc reporting features are available via an intuitive interface
to support fast and easy report creation, customization, and data analysis.
In addition, webTA Advanced Reporting enables report delivery across a
distributed environment.

Key Benefits
»» CREATE OR CUSTOMIZE REPORTS
quickly and easily — with no IT
support required

»» EXPORT REPORTS TO OTHER

SYSTEMS with expanded export file
format options

»» PERFORM DATA ANALYSIS

to
gain insight into labor cost and
productivity trends

With webTA Advanced Reporting, your managers and HR administrators get
the robust reporting tools they need to make more informed resource and
budget decisions.

Ad Hoc Reporting: Capture and present the critical data to answer your unique questions.
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Self-service report creation and customization
With webTA Advanced Reporting, users can author new reports
without burdening your agency’s IT staff or software application
developers. An intuitive interface makes it easy to create and
customize reports to meet your specific requirements and
guide better decision making.

Ad hoc reporting for time and attendance insights
New reports are saved in the webTA reports repository.
Authorized users can perform ad hoc queries on these reports
to get a snapshot of specific time and attendance data. For
optimal flexibility, webTA Advanced Reporting gives you full
control over sorting, filtering, and grouping of data. You can
even customize standard webTA reports by adding columns,
changing headings, expanding data, and more to meet your
unique needs.

Data analysis for identifying cost and productivity trends
The webTA Advanced Reporting module provides online
analytical processing (OLAP) that supports detailed analysis
of time, attendance, labor management, and activity
management data. These robust OLAP capabilities allow
you to identify and explore trends, patterns, anomalies, and
correlations that may affect workforce productivity as well as
your labor budget.

With webTA Advanced Reporting, you can slice, dice, and
drill down into report data to gain valuable insights and draw
actionable conclusions regarding employee productivity,
resource balancing, and labor costs.

Multiple options for exporting report data
webTA Advanced Reporting allows you to export reports in
multiple file formats including PDF, HTML, XLS, or CSV. These
flexible export options strengthen the link between human
resource and finance systems while enhancing interagency
collaboration through simplified information sharing.

Meet your workforce management goals with Kronos
Kronos is a leading provider of workforce management
and human capital management cloud solutions. Our
commercially available, off-the-shelf time and attendance,
leave, and labor management solutions are specifically
designed to support federal government directives regarding
efficiency, transparency, and accountability. Tens of thousands
of organizations — including half of the Fortune 1000® and
more than 100 federal government agencies — use Kronos
every day.

Reports Repository: Save, schedule, and distribute all reports from the same
system repository.

Put Kronos for Federal Government to work for you:
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